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The flow of a second-order fluid through a circular pipe and its
surrounding porous medium has been discussed when (i) the surrounding

region extends to a large distance and (ii) it is bounded by an impervious

co-axial circular cylinder. The flow equation in the pipe has been solved

for a second-order fluid and in the porous medium the solution has been

found by using modified Brinkman [l] equation. The solution at the

interface has been matched by considering the fact that the velocity and

shearing stresses are reduced in the porous medium. It has been found

that there exists a constant seepage flow at a large distance from the axis

of the pipe in the infinite porous medium. This seepage flow increases

with the increase of the permeability of the medium. The non-Newtonian

terms increase the force experienced by a particular layer of the porous

medium and it also increase the angle that this force makes with the

surface of the pipe.

l. Introduction

Beavers and Joseph [2] have suggested the boundary condition at

the interface by taking the flow governed by Darcy law in the porous

medium and by Navier-Stokes equation in the free fluid region.

Brinkman [] has suggested the modification of the Darcy law in which

case the boundary condition at the interface suggested by Beavers and

Joseph [2] is not sufficient. Verma [3] has solved this type of problem b1'

equating the velocity and the shearing stress at the interface calculated b1'

the solution of Navier-Stokes equation to their corresponding values

obtained from the solution of Brinkman equation in the porous medium.

This is not justified as velocity and shearing stresses decrease when the

flow enters the porous medium. Hence Rudraiah [4] has suggested that
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in porous medium both velocity and shearing stress must reduce in

constant ratios.
The study of flow of a non-Newtonian fluid past a porous medium

has been a topic of considerable research interest because in many

situations small particles of solids are found to be present in a fluid such

as in blood plasma and in crude oil in which case the fluid behaves as a

non-Newtonian one. Most common model for such a fluid is that of a

second-order fluid whose constitutive equation has been given by Coleman

and Noll [5] as :

r i 1*pE i i: ptAo\i i I prAot; i * puArr.ti * Arrt 1*, (l)
where

A11yij-li, i*vj,; L e)
A121ii:oi, i*ai,;*2v^, ; l^, i t

where z; is the stress tensor, vi, a;ate respectively velocity and accelera-

tion vectors, pr LLz, ps ate material constants, p is the hydrostatic pressure

and a comma denotes a co-variant differentiation with respect to the

symbol following it.
In this paper we have discussed the flow of a second-order fluid

governed by constitutive equations (l) and (2) through a circular pipe and

also through its surrounding porous medium taking two different cases.

When the porous medium is (i) infinite in extent (ii) of finite thickness.

For discussing the flow ol a second-order fluid in the porous medium we

have generalized the Brinkman [1] equation by taking the stresses defined

by (1) and (2). This generalized Brinkman equation together with the

boundary conditions suggested by Rudraiah [4] has been used for
obtaining the solution of the velocity profile in the porous region. The

graph of the velocity profile against the distance from the central line of
the pipe has been plotted. The slip-velocity at the interface for different

values of porosity against a permeability parameter has been given in
table-1. We have derived the expressions for the force experienced by a

Iayer in the porous region and the angle that this force makes with the

surface of the pipe. The expression for veiocity has also been calculated

for the case when an impervious surface co-axial to the pipe is present.

The force experienced by the impervious surface together with the angle

that this force makes with the surface of the pipe have been given in

table-2 for various values of the permeability and non-Newtonian para-

meters. Our results can be applied to the flow of blood through arteries

and veins bounded by flesh which is porous. The seepage of the oil at a

large distance can be predicted when the oil flows through cylindrical

cavities bounded by porous medium.
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2. Formulation of the Problem

We consider the flow of a second-order fluid governed by the
constitutive equations (l) and (2) through a circular pipe r:a and through
its surrounding infinite porous medium r 2 a. The case when the porous
medium is bounded by an impervious co-axial cylinder r:b, (b)a) is also
taken into account. We assume the velocity components u, v in the
direction of r, 0 respectively to be zero and the only non-vanishing
velocity component w in the direction of z to be a function of r only, i.e.,

U:0, y = 0, ytt: W\r) (3)

Inside the circular pipe the equation of motion and the equation of
continuity are given by

(4)

(s)

where p Cenotes the fluid density. The fonn of velocity components (3)
satisfies equation (5; identically. Subsrituting equation (l), (2) and (3)
in equation (4), we get

fi:rzr,+u")ff P#-:#l
*:o (7)
a0

Dp tdy+L4yl (8)Tr: P'\ar' - i a, I

Outside the circular pipe r)a, the equation of motion (4) is modi-
fied by adding Brinkman Il] term as

prj vi, i= r,t, t - T o, (9)

where ft is the permeability of the porous medium. The equation of
continuity remains unchanged. Taking

i:A, i:0, w:w(r) (10)

as velocity components ia the porous medium and substituting equation
(l), (2) and (10) in equation (9) we get

ff:{rr,+r;ff{z#.i#l
P:O
oa

{:r.(#'*i#l-r,

P yj yN, j:.tij, j

Yi, i:0

(6)

(l 1)

(12)

(13 )

#d
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where 1is hydrostatic pressure in the porous medium' r,, and iz repre-

senting shearing stresses in free fluid region and in porous region

respectively are given bY

dw - dw:rrz: lL t dl, t,<: lLr- Zl
(14)

The boundary conditions at the interlace are given by the fact that

the velocity l, and shearing stress alz a.re reduced by constant factors f
and l{ respectivelY, i.e.,

i:$w,

@:m4!dr 'dr

3. Infinite surrounding medium

The case when the flow is taken in
surrounding porous medium which is inflnite

conditions are given bY :

w is finite at r:0 (17)

w is finite at r'+ a (18)

Equations (6), (7) and (8; shows that the pressure p is independent of 0

and

( 15)

(16)

a circular pipe and the
, in extent, the boundarY

( 1e)

in the pipe is

@:constanl:pr,4 (say)
oz

Taking this form for the pressure, the equation of motion

given by
dsw,ldw-,
7F'7

The solution of equation (20) is

*:tr'+ Blog, r* C

(20)

(2t)

Assuming the same pressure gradient 3.: Ap, the equation of motion in-Az
the porous medium becomes

d'w LLdfr nY: tdrz'rdr k

whose solution is

w-DIo\h\. ox,\:-l- et

(22)

(23)
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where /s and Ko are modified Bessels functions of zeroth order. The

solution of equation (21) and (23) satisfying bound.ly conditions (15),

r l6), (17) and (18) can be written respectively as

4. The case when the Porous mediumfills the region a4r4b
In this case all the boundary conditions (15), (16) and (17) remain

the same except (18) which becoures

w:0 at r:b (26)

The solution of equations (21) and (23) satisfying boundary

conditions (15), (16), 117) and 126) can be written respectively as :

L
w : )7: (t - l,) * iu- * rrr") - /v1s(o) 

Q7)
- -4-

and

,'o):#:(l-q')* ##.h
4

i 2).6KJon\ . 4rr':_:'u',J_

_ Aa' oK rlo) o2
-4-
r,az,:.- an(l o:-' a .\/k

w, : - 
!_:il - g {M Ks(o\) + NIo@r1)}
AA' O-

4

^r 
_ 2121,(o) - \$oln\oh)l,rr-@

(24)

(2s)

and

where

where

'r and

(28)

ff:
,bn:-

a

5. Discussion

The velocity profile has been drawn in flg. (i) for tr:0'077, d:0'39
and for different values of o inside and outside the pipe surrounding by

infinite porous medium. It is observed that the velocity inside the pipe

and outside it decreases with the increase of the permeability parameter o.

Maximum velocity at the axis of the pipe is also enhanced due to the poro-

sity of the boundary. It is also observed that there is a boundary layer

Q o 2 ll o(o h) K r\o ) + K olo h ) I L\o )l
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formation near the interface in the porous medium and the velocity

tends asymptotically to a constant seepage veiocity far away from the axis

of the pipe. This seepage velocity decreases with the increase of the

parameter o.

The slip velocity at the interface for different values of l, {, o is

given in table l. It is observed that this slip velocity increases with the

increase of I and decreases with the increase of porosity and the para-

meter o.

Slip velocitY: rY'(l):2.m. #,
(2e)

The force F experienced by a particular layer of the porous

is given

Fr: {(i,,)2+ (;.)'}+

and the angle d that this force makes with the surface of the pipe is

by

tan0:2
Trz

substituting (11) and (12) in (13) the equation for pressure becomes

V :2-ru tt-, " L\ltf + 2 aw +f;1* .e u ,,

mediunr

(30,

given

(31 i

/ 1'r

where the constant of integration has been absorbed in the hydrostatic

pressure.

The expression for normal stress r,, in the porous region now

takes the form

i,, :Ai*U#f - zaw -Y1- at,z

0'10010

0.10190

a'fil2s

0'03684 I 0'02097

0'04573 | O'OZSSZ

I

0'05s52 I 0'03315
I

r-

10 15 20

sl
0'5 0'5 0. I 7534 0.06879

0.5 0'l 0'08190

0'4 001

0'39 a'077
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Substituting (14) and (33) in (30) and (31) the expression for .F,

tan0 at z:0 in non-dimensional forrn are given as

2t

and

4

and

tan 0:

where
32p, o__ 32s,*- A'na-t7 ' ir- A"r'1r;'

Force experienced by the impervious surface of the pipe at a

particular point and the angle 0 that this force makes with the surface
of tho pipe is given in table 2 for various values of non-Newtonian para-
meters < and B and for various values of the permeability parameter o.

We have taken l:0'077 and d:0'39 as used by t{udraiah [41. The symbol
i used in our expressions is reciprocal of the tr used by Rudraiah [4]. It
is observed that the force .F and the angle 0 increases with the increase of
non-Newtonian parameters and decreases with the increase of o. This
conclusion does not change for other values of z"

Table 2

o: l0

F: F. :rllt
4::L:t V L Y\#f

-#ttfi)'+s;' "''''7
dttt'

v;

+8]4,'- "'*''lf' .\Hr

F

0

- 0.02

- 0.04

+0'06

()

0'120

o'24

0.36

1.692

1'61)6

1'787

1'726

0

2'73

5.45

8'15

0'387

0.389

0.389

0'390

0

0.89

l'78
2'67
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